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Players Stage Farce - Comedy
Curtain Rises On
Victorian Satire
Tom orro w Nigh t

Phillips Discusses Plans
For New Bates Buildings
By LOU BROWN
On Monday morning the president of Bates College, Dr.
Charles F. Phillips made one of
his infrequent appearances before the chapel assembly. Pres.
Phillips opened his remarks with
a discussion of the present activities of the Class of 1958.
Of last year graduates, he
pointed out, 31% are studying in
graduate school, 15% are engaged in teaching, 12% are doing
social work and 11% entered

the field of business. The large
number of those in graduate
school speaks well for the college and its curriculum, he
added.
Compliments Placement Office
Dr. Phillips complimented the
placement office on a job well
done last year, when they
brought 62 different organizations to the Bates campus to interview prospective job applicants.

He then urged all Bates stuLeft to right: Gretchen Rauch, Douglas Rowe and Susan
dents to consider career possibilChairmen Announce ities. A career field is something Brown as they appear in a scene from Oscar Wilde's "ImporSemi - Formal Dance "you can't begin too early to ; tance of Being Earnest" which opens tomorrow night in the
think about," the President deI Little Theater,
(Photo by Biunda)
With Wintry Theme clared.
"It's one of your most
"Wintertime Whirl" has been se- important decisions in college."
lected as the theme of the SophDr. Phillips spent some time
omore Dance to be held from discussing the college's centen8:30 to 11:45 p. m. on December nial building program. Although
6. in Chase Hall.
we continue to put a great deal
Under the co-chairmanship of of money into building plans, h'.'
By JAN BAKER
To the Bates student, however,
Joan Michelson and Channing pointed out, there are two prinPlans for Winter Carnival, I Carnival means more than these
Wagg, the committee has been ciples which are never violated.
i which will take place from Jan- limited descriptions. To him it
busily making plans for the semiStresses Faculty Benefits
| uary 29 - February 1, 1959. are connotes racing through the snowformal event. The Rhythm Lads,
These are that this program is now being arranged by the Out- on Mt. David during crazy snow
a new group on campus, have
agreed to play. This is the group always secondary to faculty ben- ing Club.
games, enjoying cocoa and doughthat provided the music for the efits and that the great bulk of
What is Carnival Weekend? nuts after a red-hot jazz concert,
Off Campus Dance two weeks the money for these plans comes For prospective freshmen the
transforming a dorm "rec" room
from alumni and friends of the
ago.
College catalogue describes it as into a colorful creation, watching
Decorations, under the direc- college, rather than students and "the highlight of the winter seathe entrance of the Queen durtion of Diane Lynch, will reflect faculty.
son . . . with a round of hockey
He announced plans for a well- games, winter sports competition, ing the Carnival Ball. At the
the
wintry
theme.
William
Wheeler, chairman of refresh- lit parking lot behind the new and snow sculpture contests be- same time Carnival Weekend
ments, has announced that a theatre and told the students not tween dormitories, climaxed by signifies a campus completely
sherbet punch and cookies will to expect any change in the the Carnival Ball." To the on- transformed by snow sculptures
present status of the pond for a looking professor it is that time
be served.
and a lighhearted spirit.
Everyone is urged to take ad- couple of years.
between semesters when Bates
Winter Carnival in the past has
vantage of the only campus
The President reported that students completely "let loose"
weekend dance between Thanks- "we are well on our way to suc- and abandon all conventional featured a variety of colorful
themes. The present seniors may
giving and Christmas.
(Continued on page three)
ideas.
remember their first Carnival
Weekend when the activities
were based around the theme
"Fire and Ice" in 1957. "Karakal
Courtyard" featured the festival
I of Indian shepherds and the ac' tivities of the Abominable Snowman. Last year "Winter CarniThe Choral Society will pre-»
val" was the theme for weekend
sent a Christmas Concert at 3:30
events.
p. m. and again at 7:30 p. m. on
Carnival '59
Sunday, December 7, in the
Chapel.
And what of Winter Carnival
1959? Rumors have it that it
Sings Modern Work
promises to surpass all previous
Featured on the program will
weekends in originality and dibe Christmas! Cantata by Daniel
versity of events. The main ideas
Pinkham. This modern work,
were born last June. Plans are
published in 1958, is a glorious
now being developed within the
hymn of praise celebrating the
four walls of the Outing Club
birth of Christ. Written in three
room. The theme and major
movements it is accompanied by
events will be released to the
a double brass choir. Through a
| students in December.
series of discordant tones, PinkThe spirit of Carnival is alham achieves a harmonious unity
ready invading the campus. It is
of melody and emotion.
i dominating OC meetings on WedThe motet O Magnum Mystenesday nights and is creeping
rium by Vittoria, with its
into the girls' dorms in their
16th century Latin and a capmeetings concerning dorm compella presentation will contrast
petition. You too will be caught
strongly with the Pinkham work. Charles Davis, Mary Stafford and Anita Kastner rehearse for up in the spirit and the activi(Continued on page two)
the Christmas Concert to be presented Sunday, December 7. ties sooner than you think.

Carnival Committees Work
On Unique Days Events

Choral Society Presents Cantata
As Christmas Concert Feature

By MIKE POWERS
The curtain will rise at 8 p. m.
tomorrow in the Little Theater
for the Robinson Players production of Oscar Wilde's "Importance
ot Being Earnest." This farcecomedy will also be presented on
Friday and Saturday nights.
The entire play is "nonsense"
— yet such delightful nonsense
that the audience is constantly
amused. In this spoof of the Victorian era Wilde uses puns, verbal paradoxes, and general lunacy, thus creating varied-types
of humor. "Importance" is high
comedy at its best, for nearly
every line sparkles with uncompromising wit.
Provides Courtship
The spoof centers around a
certain Mr. Jack Worthing's
(Douglas Rowe) courtship of the
fair Miss Gwendolyn Fairfax
(Susan Brown). A mix-up in
names and birth adds to the general confusion. In the course of
the action courtship is parodied,
love is robbed of ardor, society
spoofed, and aristocracy lampooned. The only serious business
is nonsense. For laughter's sake
all the expected questions and
answers that are normal in everyday life are turned topsy-turvy.
Not only is the play highly
stylized, but so are the characters. In all their speeches the
characters achieve an attitude of
indifference which is the final artifice of this artificial comedy.
Lady
Bracknell
(Gretchen
Rauch) is a mass of matronliness.
Jack, or is it Ernest, Worthing is
a fine example of the gentry.
Gwendolyn, his loved one. is the
epitome of hauteur and luster.
Stylizes Characters
Yet these are not the only lovers. Cecily, (Carol Peterson)
Jack's ward, is irrepressibly
sweet, and she is pursued by
Algie, (Bradly Butler) who personifies the metropolitan nobility.
Add to these a hilarious Miss
Prism (Jane Damon) and a confounded Mr. Chausbel. (Prof.
Hoosag Gregory) and the show
sparkles with memorable caricatures. Rounding out the cast are
(Continued on page two)

Adjusted Schedule
Adjusted schedules will be
in effect Wednesday, November 26 and Monday, December 1, as follows, omitting
Chapel on both days:
Wednesday:
Period I
7:40 a.m.
Period II
8:35 a.m.
Period III
9:30 a. m.
Period IV
10:25 a.m.
Monday:
Period I
8:35 a.m.
Period II
9:30 a.m.
Period III
10:25 a.m.
Period IV
11:20 a.m.

TWO
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Cummins Releases Notice
Of Trainee Opportunities
The business recession of last
year decreased to some extent
the number of senior employment interviewers coming to the
campus.

Debaters Participate
In Tournament Held
For Maine Colleges
Bates College finished with the
best record among the four Maine
colleges in the state practice debate tourney at Orono last Saturday. The Garnet team finished
with a record of eight wins and
one loss.
Those debating for Bates were
King Cheek, Mary-Ellen Crook,
Everett Ladd, John Lawton, Willard Martin, Neil Newman, Marjorie Sanborn, and Mary Stafford.
The second-ranking team was
Bowdoin College with three wins
and three losses. Colby College
was next with a two and three
record while the University of
Maine had the worst record, two
and eight.
The odd distribution of the debates is due to the varying number of students participating from
each college. The Bates team was
accompanied by Professors Lavinia
Schaeffer and Brooks
Quimby.
On Friday the same group of
students will travel to the University of Vermont to compete
with the other major eastern
college teams over the weekend.
The Bates contingent will be
coached by Prof. Quimby and J.
Weston Walch.

Rob Players
(Continued from page one)
Lane (Robert Cornell) and Merriman (William Christian).
Stylized as the parts and action may be, the play remains a
source of constant enjoyment.
There is something indefinably
charming in the nature of the
characters, even though they are
artificial.
Tickets for this delightful
farce-comedy will be on sale for
the remainder of the week in the
debate room in Pettigrew from
4 to 6 p. m. and by ticket representatives in each dormitory.
FOUND
One Bates sweatshirt lent to
Bruce Perry last spring. See
Prof. T. P. Wright.

Calendar

Stu-C Discusses
Objectives With
College Faculty

WRJR Program
Wednesday. NOT. 18
6:59 Sign on
7:00 News
7:05 "Platter Personalities"
7:30 "Guest Star"
7:45 "Here's To Veterans"
8:00 News
8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
9:00 Symphony Hall
10:00 Sign off
Thursday, NOT. 19
6:59 Sign on
7:00 News
7:05 "Platter Personalities"
7:30 "Progressive Jazz: Take
One"
Harry Bailey
and Pete Onksen
8:00 News
8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
9:00 News
9:05 Symphony Hall
10:00 Sign off
Friday . Nov. 20
6:59 Sign on
7:00 News
7:05 "Platter Personalities"
7:30 "Sports Digest"
with Lou Brown
7:45 "Overseas Dateline"
with Fred Graham

8:00 News
8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
9:00 News
9:05 Symphony Hall
10:00 Sign off
Saturday, NOT. 21
6:59 Sign on
7:00 "Land of Dreams"
with Steve Thompson
and Alan Wulff
10:00 Sign off
Sunday, Nor. 22
1:00 Music for a Sunday Afternoon with Harry Bailey
3:00 Sunday Symphony
with Dave Burdett
5:00 Sign off
6:59 Sign on
7:00 Broadway Showcase
with Lois Chapman
8:00 Your Sentimental Journey
with Ray Hendess
10:00 Sign off
Monday, Nov. 23
6:59 Sign on
7:00 News
7:05 "Platter Personalities"
7:30 "Sports Digest"
with Lou Brown
7:45 "Overseas Dateline"
with Fred Graham
8:00 News
8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
9:00 News
9:05 Symphony Hall
10:00 Sign off
Tuesday, Nov. 24
6:59 Sign on
7:00 News
7:05 College Bandstand
with Steve Thompson
7:30 "Reggie Sings"
7:45 "Guest Star"
8:00 News
8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
9:00 News
9:05 Symphony Hall
10:00 Sign off

This year, members of the
The Student Council met last
class of 1959 were invited to register with the placement service week with the Faculty Disciplion October 16, two weeks earlier nary Committee to discuss the
than usual, in order to give Pro- drinking policy.
Some of the opinions expiessed
fessor David Williams more time
to speak personally with most of were that it would be a good idea
the business candidates before to have a drinking policy to be
the intensive recruiting gets used as a yardstick, that it was
bad for college morale to have
under way.
Multiple copies of the confiden- the Stu-C oppose the college
tial faculty ratings will be pre- policy and that possibly each dorpared in the placement office in mitory should set up its own
order to minimize repetitive let- drinking policy. The Council feels
ter-writing by faculty sponsors of that it cannot enforce a policy
which is vague and ambiguous.
students.
Business Opportunities
Should Hang Up Coals
Dennison Manufacturing Co.,
Stu-C will attempt to clarify
Framingham, Mass., normally has its purpose through future dispositions for college graduates in cussions with the faculty. At
the field of time study, method present the Council is just a comengineering, credit, accounting, mittee of the Administration for
and sales and production plan- the purpose of expressing stud^n*
ning. Trainees start at one of sentiment on campus. It can act
these jobs, but have maximum only as a pressure group of the
opportunities for advancement to students by making recomendamanagerial positions.
tions to the faculty.
Students interested in library
As coats are being left in vawork can take an exam in the rious places in Chase Hall, other Hickories Hold First
Lecture Hall of the Boston Pub- than the coat rack, it was decidlic Library on Saturday, Novem- ed that the janitors should re- Meeting On Saturday;
ber 22. Applications for this two mind the students to hang up
hour, general exam must be their jackets. This recommenda- Show New Ski Film
made in person to the Central tion has been given to President
At 1 p. m. on Saturday the
Library not later than Wednes- Charles F. Phillips.
Hickories Club will hold its first
day, November 19.
meeting of the year in the Filene
Meets With Proctors
Navy Training Program
The Council met with the proc- Room in Pettigrew Hall.
A training program for junior tors to discuss the relative merits
Lee Larson, the 1958-59 presiand senior women for adminis- of the new "anti-riot" law. To- dent of the Bates Outing Club,
trative and executive careers in night the proctors have again will discuss the relationship bethe Navy is being offered' at Offi- been invited to the meeting to tween the OC and the Hickories.
cer's School in Newport, Rhode discuss the Council's functions in
Ski equipment from several
Island. Graduates may enter any relation to the students and the Lewiston-Auburn stores will be
of the sessions, starting in July, faculty. Possible changes to the displayed and described by Jon
October, or March. A special pro- constitution will also be con- Putnam. Ski clothes will be modgram for juniors permits them to sidered.
eled for the group by some of
start their training in the sumthe members.
mer before their senior year, and
A new film on skiing will be
For A
to complete it after graduaion. Christmas Concert
shown and after the meeting the
Kosher Style Meal
For further information, contact:
(Continued from page one)
ski equipment will be available
WAVE Programs Officer, Office
The 17th century cantata Now for inspection at the OC equipor Evening Snack
of Naval Officer Procurement. Sing We, Now Rejoice by Deit- ment room behind Parker Hall.
560 Atlantic Avenue, Boston 10. rich Buxtehude will be accom- Any students wishing to purGORDON'S
Masachusetts.
panied by two flutes, a cello, a chase ski gear may do so at disServing Bates Students
double bass, and a piano. This count prices.
For 24 Years
composition is based on the preThe first ski trip of the year
Home of Hot Pastromi
Reformation tune In Dulci Jubilo. has been scheduled by the HickSandwiches and Pizza
Christmas Hymn by Ralph ories for January 11. It will pro187 Main St. Tel. 3-1031
Vaughan Williams, considered vide an excellent opportunity for
the dean of British composers students to enjoy the facilities at
until his recent death, will also Sugarloaf Mountain.
The Skating Play Day held be sung.
Ritz Theatre
last Saturday at Colby College
The Choral Society will render
THURS. - SAT.—
Lo, How A Rose E'er Blooming
was a tremendous success.
"RAW WIND IN EDEN"
DRAPER'S
Fourteen girls, under the lead- and To Us Is Born Immanuel by
Esther Williams. Jeff Chandler
BAKERY
- plus ership of Miss Roberta Cain, left Praetorius. Other works to be
"DARBY'S RANGERS"
by bus at 8:30 a. m. from in front presented are a Puerto Rican Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
James Garner
We specialize in
of Rand. Following the registra- carol .To Bethlehem, Singing;
SUN.-TUES.—
BIRTHDAY CAKES
tion at 10:00 there was some free Carol Of The Bells by Wilhousky;
"KINGS GO FORTH"
and
skating. After the skaters had A Hymn To The Virgin by BenFrank Sinatra
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
warmed up, an instructor from jamin Britten; and The Song Of
- and For
Parties
Boston taught them some of the The Shepherds arranged by
"HOLLYWOOD OR BUST"
Jungst.
Two
favorites
by
Bach,
Delivery
Upon
Request
fundamentals.
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis
Since the skaters had varied Beside Thy Cradle and Break
54 Ash Street
(Closed Every Wednesday)
Forth,
will
also
be
included.
abilities, the instructor demon•:•strated something for each level.
giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iraiiniiiiii:iiiiiiii»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirai™iiiiiiiiiraiimiiii«i|»ii™»,ll»l»L,
Individual instruction was then
given to those who had a particular problem.
Thurs., Fri.. Sat.:
View Exhibition
NOW PLAYING
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
After lunch and a tour of the
//
"The Spider"
campus, skating resumed. A girl
'Kill
Me
Tomorrow'
and boy whom the instructor
and
Andy Griffith
brought from Boston did some
Pat O'Brien
Felicia Farr
exhibition skating including difLois Maxwell
"The
Brain
Eaters"
Walter Maithau
ferent types of jumps and landalso
ings. Two sisters from Colby per— Starts Sunday —
formed and then the rink was
"Oregon Passage" Sun., Mon., Tues.:
again open for free skating.
John Erickson
"Tarzan's Fight
Lola Albright

Coeds Witness
Skating Group
At Colby Arena

Tonight
CA Vespers, Chapel
Tomorrow
"Importance of Being Earnest,"
8 p. m., Little Theater
Friday
"Importance of Being Earnest,"
8 p. m., Little Theater
Saturday
Hickories Meeting, 1 p. m., Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall
"Importance of Being Earnest,"
8 p. m., Little Theater
Tuesday
Chase Hall Dance, 8-11:45
p. m., Chase Hall Ballroom
Wednesday, Dec. 3
Basketball, Bates vs. Colby,
Alumni Gymnasium
Saturday. Dec. 6
Sophomore Dance,
8-11:45
p. m., Chase Hall Ballroom
Chapel Schedule
Monday, Dec. 8
Stu - G
Christmas Banquet, Friday
Dean Rayborn L. Zerby
Men's Commons
Monday *
Tuesday. Dec. 9
Prof. David Williams
Club Night

PRISCILLA

strand

EMPIRE

"Onionhead

Friday
2 P. M.: 6:30 P. M.
Sat. Continuous from 1 P.M.
Sun. Continuous from 3 P.M.
timiinmiii

iiiiiBiinii'inrarui

For Life"
and

'Outcasts Of The City'

"Dunkirk"
with
JOHN MILLS

bl
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WRJR Log

Citizenship Laboratory

*•;::-i.'-:T'-.:'■..■. ■:■-.
Since interests vary so greatly,
many students are satisfied with
present programming on WRJR
while others aren't. In order for
the station to provide programs
for your listening enjoyment, all
students are urged to fill out and
return the "listener forms" to be
distributed in the near future.
"Progressive Jazz - Take One,"
with Harry Bailey and Pete Onk-1
sen, is supplying- more of that
"beat " sound that attracted so
many students to the Pciffer concert.
Saturday evening, for dormlocked listeners, WRJR is programmed on the "Bob and Ray"j
style. Students are invited to take
their "break" at WRJR, joining
in the playful banter.
"Your Broadway Showcase" Dr" John C" Donovan poses with John Roche, dean of faculty
will be presenting "The Music I at Brandeis, in Cit. Lab.
(Photo by van Burk)
Man." Sunday night. Lois Chap——
man, your hostess, will comment | £f
m «
JF^
;r .M
» T
«
briefly on the nature of the show &CLCL16S UTCLQ JUl 1 AiDIiGTS
With Harry Bailey plucking
"^

THREE

Roche Suggests Students
Examine U. S. Traditions

By JEAN TUOMI
manufactured by individuals or
"As students of the political groups who are simply trying to
process, you have a right to ex- , mould the past into symmetrical
amine . phrases like 'American ! ideas for convenience sake,
tradition
of liberty,' " John [ Achieve Right To Persecute
Roche, dean of faculty and pro-1 It is often noted that "America
fessor of politics at Brandeis j is built on a basis of freedom."
University, stated last Thursday \ Tolerance is assumed to be an
afternoon at Cit Lab.
old American custom practiced
Roche described how many from the time of the Pilgrims to
present-day concepts are based the present. This is a "misreadupon "traditions from the past." ing of the past," declared Roche.
These unwritten laws are often There is no evidence that liberty
and tolerance were American
ideals in the colonial period, and
therefore it is hardly correct to
speak of the "tradition" of
liberty.
Groups who arrived after the
Pilgrims "came to America not
Ed note: The following reprint- to escape persecution, but to
ed article describes a near-riot achieve the right to persecute,"
between two opposing factions asserted Roche. Since church and
from J.B. which occurred at a state were woven together so inCheney House card party 30 separably, anyone who did not
years ago.
conform to a given religion was
"Reggie Sings" every Monday
A feud of long standing be- branded a traitor. As there were
One
of
the
most
successful
pies
in
hcly
wed-lock.
The
caller,
evening at 7:30.
tween certain inmates of J. B. so many sects in America, almost
Keep your dial tuned to WRJR! events of the year, the Sadie Howard Davison of Damariscotta, culminated in a near riot at a everyone could find a belief
was able to work U
a
Hawkins Dance, took place last i
P
sweat
card party held last week at which satisfied him, so that few
Saturday evening in the Alumni over a" of D°SPatch through the Cheney House. It seems that people had to be punished. Wise
Monday Chapel
i lively square dances.
Gymnasium.
members of opposing factions people found it easier to stick
(Continued from page one)
, Mayor Conducts Contests
were present at the same party, to their religion and keep out of
With the ringing of Hathorn
cess" in the fund drive for the
With Gentleman Jeff, Mayor of a terrible "faux pas" on the part trouble, Roche noted.
Bell
Thursday
night,
Sadie
HawCentennial . Building Program
throughout
the
campi Dogpatch, serving as master of of the hostesses. Just what caused "Bslieve In Freedom. But ..."
The college has raised over kins
ceremonies, contests were held
Americans found no need to be
$250,000 so far. "My hope is that "seized" their "Li'l Abner." The for the most original boy and girl the ill-feeling to flair-up is not
tolerant, because for the most
known,
but
a
woman
was
probfellows
were
given
numbers
and
we are far enough along so that
costumes.
pirt entire settlements were
ably the cause.
we can begin the new Little their attempts to discover their
Vera Jensen and Prudence Inmade up of people of one reli"Sadies"
before
Saturday
eveThe
contestants
began
by
hurlTheatre next spring," he added.
In his closing remarks Doctor ninS were for the most part in german, both wearing Dogpatch ing pillows. As these did not do gion and communication and
sacks, won prizes for they- cos- enough
damage,
nor
make transportation among them was
Phillips expressed his thanks to valntumes. Kenneth Russell wearing I enough noise, chairs were sub- poor. How could Americans have
the senior class for their work
Dr. Mark T. Crowley acted as
on the Back-To-Bates weekend. "Marryin' Sam," uniting all cou- a Continental outfit and David stituted. When the truculent set up a standard of tolerance,
Walsh with a blue bathrobe and I participants had become thor- when there was nothing towards
tophat capped top prizes for their I oughly excited in their efforts to which they could be tolerant,
costumes. Hacker House won first triturate each other, a move was questioned Roche. Most colonists'
place for their representation of ' made to substitute the card- viewpoint was, "I believe in free"Pappy Yokum."
Goin' home over vacation?
[ tables for the chairs as missiles. dom, but . . . ", and they had
Unfortunately, the tables were little contact with the exceptions.
Students Offer Entertainment
How did the concept of freeBruce Manning and Robert not the private property of the
dom become what it is today?
<*irls
and
were
ruled
out.
Cornell presented a skit concernAn attempt was made to call The speaker claimed that "there
ing Pop and Son Abner going to
the
Dean who, no doubt, would was never enough agreement on
town. Barbara Farnham, Susan
have
quelled the incipient riot. what opinion should be enElliott, Marcia Hough, and Patriforced," so there was a certain
cia Morse offered their rendition Fortunately the telephone had
freedom to choose from among
been
macerated
during
the
obfusof "Big Daddy" and "Tom Doothem. There was no majority to
cation
caused
by
the
commotion,
ley." Refreshments were served
pnforce their "truths." Even
■by the Chase Hall Dance Com- (look for the remains in your
paners published as earlv as the
shredded
wheat,
remember
nothmittee.
ing is wasted at Bates). At this Fiftv-first Federalist letter realtime, an endeavor was made to ized thatl "libo.rty is the byquench
the lights. Had this at- Droduct of conflicts." and "freeIVY LEAGUE
tempt succeeded, there is no tell- dom is the function of this
SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS ing what underhanded deeds di"°rsity" of erouos.
Roche has written an essay on
would have been perpetrated.
also
tv>e
American "tradition" of libA very enjoyable evening was
NEW FALL SLACKS
ertv
which has been published
had by all.
January, 1928
in the book. Aspects Of Liberty,
10% Student Discount
od:ted bv Konvitz and Rossiter.

/. B. Boys Hurl
Dorm Furniture
At Cheney Party

f»edbS pr^rZ'rr:, To Annual Dogpatch Hop

GOING BY
GREYHOUND IS
BASIC ECONOMICS!
• Lowest fares of all public
transportation!
• Frequent departures! Quickest time to many cities!
> Air-conditioned comfort;
picture-window sightseeing;
fully equipped restroom;
on all Scenicruiser Service1*1
schedules!

Compare these low, low fares!
Boston
4.90
Hartford
8.55
New Haven - - 9.10
New York - - - 10.25
•plu* tai

IT'S SUCK A COMFORT TO TAKE THE BUS...
AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO USI

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S SHOP
136 Lisbon Si.

Tel. 4-4141

GROTTO
RESTAURANT
and HOTEL

Sacre's Economy
Corner
Cor. College and Sabaitus

Tryoats for the juniorsenior prize speaking contest
will be held sometime before Christmas vacation. All
those who are considering
entering should prepare an
eight to ten minute speech,
suitable for presentation in
a later Chapel Assembly program.

THE HOTEL CLUBHOUSE

Food

Dining and Dancing Nightly
Friday and Saturday

COME IN and SEE DAVE

MONDAY. NOV. 24th

Class of '55

Phone 2-8932

GOOD USED CARS
Used Tires - Excellent
Condition — S5.00

Prize Speakina

Specializing in
Italian - American

TICKETS ON SALE

GREYHOUND TERMINAL. 169 Main St.

QUALITY GAS
23.9c gal.

103 Main St.

Lewiston

Music by ED STILES and HIS RUBBER BAND
No Admission Charge

b?
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Editorials
Mass Action And Reaction

Ivy Leaves

UConn Paper Investigates Clips;
Reveals Source Of Coed Schools

"Mass Chapel Cut Monday Morning!" These were the
words hastily painted on the many signs spread around
campus over the weekend. On the surface this organized
By JAY ATWOOD
Coed colleges as one such body, somebody came along and
plan may seem harmless enough; however, there is a great
said: 'Why not let girls attend
deal more involved than verbally "picketing" the Chapel Midsemester. Already? Ah, yes. project.
college with boys? Everyone
"Once
upon
a
time
there
was
assembly program. The action represents a protest vote from By now all Bates students have
will benefit'
undertaken some kind of project i a college. It was a quiet, peacethe student body against the Administration.
"Somebody in 1941 said: 'Why
ful college. There were no coeds
We can well understand why many undergraduates ap- — Seniors, a thesis; Juniors, j. . . for this was the Pre-Coed- not keep the ships tied up in
proved of this negative action. Around campus the typical "Cultch"; Sophomores, a major; ucational Period. These students Pearl Harbor? It's nice in
Freshmen, Bates. Some enfeeling seems to be that the "higher echelon" won't listen to and
terprising students at the Uni- were happy as they attended Hawaii.' Somebody said to Cusstudents even if they present certain proposals in a more versity of Connecticut have also their classes with no thought for ter: 'Why not go out for a ride
postitive manner. We feel that this is just a rationalization for persucd some noble investiga- anything but the unswerving near Little Big Horn today? It
sitting around and complaining about these college problems tions.
will be good training.' SomeThe
CONNECTICUT pursuit of knowledge.
but doing nothing about them except in the completely nega- DAILY CAMPUS reports the What Happens? Havoc!
body said to Hitler: 'You've got
tive way just described.
tracing of the development of
"Then what happened? Some- promise. Why don't you enter
politics?' But never in the hisNegative Attitude
tory of mankind has one stateOne could legitimately reply that this Chapel cut was
ment wreaked such havoc on the
voiced specifically against the official tuition increase (that
world as did the statement: 'Why
President Phillips was expected to announce in his talk)
not let girls attend college with
which couldn't be revoked even if the most convincing arguboys?'
ments were presented. Though this specific argument may
before,
and
who
wouldn't
be,
and
Traces Outcome
By
JANET
RUSSELL
be quite logical we believe that the Monday morning incithen
you've
got
to
rise
and
shine,
To
begin
with,
I
don't
like
tur"It was this simple statement
dent is a manifestation of the general negative attitude
that eventually resulted in coedwhich has increasingly built up among students at Bates over key. Any other kind of fish, flesh it's almost impossible.
or fowl — O.K. But I detest tur- Aunt Dodo Arrives With Mousie ucation. To think that coeducathe years.
The typical complaint seems to be that the Administra- key. Now don't get me wrong, I The first one to arrive (at tion could have been avoided if
tion is concerned with its own problems, especially on the know many people who love tur- seven a. m. on the nose) is my somebody had had enough sense
financial side, and is willing to solve them at the student's key, I just can't help the way I fat Aunt Dodo (I don't know to offer the Somebody a beer just
expense (not only monetary expense). We would be the last feel about it. Like I said before, what her real name is, I don't before those words were uttered.
ones to assert that there are no problems on campus. On the I hate turkey, especially stuffed think anyone does) with her Look what happened to the colcontrary, there are quite a few which exist though they can with soggy breadcrumbs. Not that Great Dane. Now, it's not that I I lege under observation when coconceivably be solved if both sides would be willing to un- my mother isn't a good cook, she don't like dogs, it's just that education got its claws into it.
male students are constantly
derstand the other's position. However, the only result of makes a mean dish of spaghetti Mousie isn't a dog, he's an ele- The
under pressure to forget their
the "Chapel strike" will be to widen the gap between these and her Swedish meatballs are phant or something equally studies
and remember their sex.
great.
two levels of the college community.
gross. And the worst part is that
But it isn't all turkey — it's this hulk of canine flesh thinks Coeds keep them out until all
Importance Of Stu-C. Stu-G
relatives too. You talk about rel- he's a lap dog, all one hundred hours of the night in stuffy restaurants and cars."
The Stu-C and Stu-G provide a means for the student body atives, nobody's got relatives like and fifty pounds of him.
to cooperatively present their views to the Administration mine. Not that I don't like my
UConn's investigations include
in a more constructive manner. Frequently the complaint is relatives, they're great at Christ- But back to Aunt Dodo. She not only the historical approach
heard that these groups are merely "puppets" of the Admin- mas and birthdays, and some- has one topic of conversation . . . but also the economical aspect.
istration with many strings attached. This is true to the times they come through with a as a matter of fact, how many Collecting information from a
extent that they are not permitted to formulate college rules little "token of remembrance" on people do you know who have Washington Subcommittee, the
had twenty-seven operations? UConnites discovered that of
or policies.
the Fourth of July. I mean, if
Their major purpose, however, is to express campus senti- you're out at all late the night Well, really twenty-six, but once 100,000 paper clips observed,
(Continued on page five)
(Continued on page five)
ment to the Administration. As very few students have attended meetings of these organizations or shown interest in Letters To The Editor
their work, the potential power of the groups has never been
fully realized. By using the Council and Student Govern- To the Editor:
ment as a rallying point, the students stand a better chance Regarding the CA benefit
dance reported in the STUDENT
of improving conditions on campus than at present.
As an example of constructive student work on campus, we . . . you ate in error. We are
EDITORIAL STAFF
would like to point to the Stu-C Committee on Study Facili- planning no such thing. However,
when the WUS pledges reach the
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
ties mentioned in last week's editorial. This group is investiof $1500, we might consider
Howard Kunreuther '59
gating facilities available for study by analyzng replies to the goal
it.
MANAGING EDITOR
SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITORS
questionnaires passed out to the students last week. By takLinda Tanner
Louis
Brown
'59
Dorothy Sibley '59
ing this positive outlook on a basic campus problem we feel
Michael Powers '59
that some solution can be worked out with the AdminNEWS EDITOR
Dean Skelley '60
To the Student Body:
istration.
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR
Jean Tuomi '61

Thanksgiving Shows How
Some People 'Get The Bird'

"Bates

Time For A Change
We wish to extend our heartiest congratulations to Dr.
John C. Donovan on his recent appointment as Edmund S.
Muskie's administrative assistant in Washington, D. C. The
chairman of the Social Science division at Bates will assume this high post on the new U. S. Senator's staff at the
end of first semester.
Donovan has played a major role in Maine politics during
recent years. In the political activity this summer (Maine
held elections in September) he served as Muskie's campaign
manager in what proved to be a smashing victory for the
Democrats in a traditionally Republican state.
Instrumental in helping to revive the practically nonexistent Maine Democratic organizations in the early 1950's
Donovan served as the Party's state chairman from December, 1956, until he resigned last June. During these years he
still managed to pursue his teaching career as associate professor of Government.
i
A graduate of Bates Collge in the class of 1942, he spent
four years with the Navy in the Pacific during World War II.
After receiving his doctorate from Harvard in 1948, Donovan
returned to his alma mater a year later as an instructor in
Government. He organized the popular Citizenship Laboratory in 1950 which later received two awards from the National Freedom Foundation. In 1954 he was promoted to
Associate Professor and this fall assumed chairmanship of
the Social Science division.
We at Bates are very sorry to lose the services of this very
competent and amiable professor but want to wish him the
best of luck in Washington. We can aply describe the reasons
for this new endeavor by employing the familiar political
phrase "It's time for a change."

We would like to thank you
for your cooperation in filling
out the recent questionnaire. We
are hopeful that it will help us
to better evaluate the adequacy
of the study conditions on
campus.
Committee On Study Facilities

Anglo-American Pen Club
To the Editor:
May I introduce myself?
I am a Scot (hometown-Edinburgh), now a civil servant in
London. During the war I was a
radio operator in the British
Merchant Navy and I visited
America many times. I was always impressed by the kindness
and hospitality shown to the
Britons like myself who were
thrown up on your shores by the
war.
I now have a lot of ^pare time
and so as a hobby, I have started
the above Club to enable young
people in America and Britain
to get to know each other better, exchange ideas, magazines,
etc.
Wants Readers' Attention
I already have a long list of
young Britons who are eager to
(Continued on page five)

MAKE-UP EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR
ASSOCIATE FEATURE EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
EXCHANGE EDITOR
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
BUSINESS MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGERS
_

Student

_

Marcia Bauch
Eunice Dietz
Frederick Graham
Alan Wayne
Charles Meshako
Judith Atwood
Philip Snell
Walter Neff
Frank Holz
Elizabeth Morse
Sally Cahalen

'59
*60
'60
"60
'60
'60
'60
'59
'60
'60
'60

News Staff
1959: Charles Updegraph, Joan Williams
1960: Janet Baker, Rosalie Curtis, Kenneth MacAfee, Brenda Whitaker
1961: Priscilla Charlton, Sarah KinseL Barbara Landsmann, Richard
B. Larson, Barbara Naiman, Evelyn Yavinsky
1962: Thomas Curry, James Evans, Gerald Galietta, Julie Gillespie,
Nancy Goldthwaite, Bruce Gray, John Kennett, Richard
Parker
Feature Staff
1960: David Burnette, Adrienne Driben, Robert F. S. Yap
1961: Peter Castignaro, John P. Curry, Suzanne Kimball
1962: Diana Blomquist
Sport* Staff
1959: Jack DeGange, Peter Gartner, John O'Grady
1960: David Graham, Parker Marden, Charles Meshako
1961: David Elliot
Photography Staff
1960: Garrit van Burke
1961: William Nash
Faculty Consultant — Dr. John C. Donovan
Free
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One's Own Accident Is
Hard Way Of Learning
By BRENDA WHITTAKER
Most of us like to have others
do certain things for us. I would
like to do something for you. I
would like to learn a lesson for
you if that is possible. I would
tell you about a car, a man, a
tree, and a mistake. One afternoon, eight days before Christmas, the car in which my father
and I were riding left the road
on a slight curve, colliding with
a tree. The mistake was mine. If
you drive a car you should hear
this. You don't have to learn it
first-hand. If you ever had an
auto accident, this will recall
something to you that isn't
pleasant to remember or easy to
forget.
From time to time, we see a
report of an automobile mishap,
fatal or otherwise, and very generously comment that it is "terrible," or "it's a shame," or "people should be more careful," and
then we forget about it. But if it
is your car, and your name, and
the name of someone you hurt or
killed, you will never forget it.
Here, in part, is how our report
looked on the front page of the
newspaper:
Quotes Newspaper
"The terrific impact turned the
front end of the car into a crumpled, twisted mass of metal and
imprisoned the driver and her
father between the front seat
and the dash for about fifteen

NOW!
big discounts
for students
and faculty

SHERATON
HOTELS
with a Sheraton
Student or Faculty
I.D. card
Here's how to cut your travel
expenses. Sheraton Hotels have
special low rates for students,
faculty, and all other college personnel during weekends, vacations, and summer. Rates even
lower with two or more people in
the same room. Group rates are
also available for clubs, teams,
and other organizations.
Arrangements may be made
for credit privileges at Sheraton
Hotels. The Sheraton StudentFaculty Plan is good at all 48
Sheraton Hotels in 39 cities in the
U. S. A. and in Canada.
You must present your I.D.
card when you register at the
hotel to be eligible (or these
special discounts.

Get your Sheraton I.D. card from:

minutes before rescuers could
Congratulations to pinned:
remove the seat and lift the ocGwen Baker '60, and Jack
cupants from the car . . . InvesCzertak of Worcester Tech; and
tigators reported the damage as
Barbara McMorris '61,
and
total . . . fractures of the hip and
David Easton '60.
pelvis . . . right ankle was fracThe Wednesday Night Sotured in two places .
. facial
cial Gatherers (whose activiabrasions."
ties will be felt in the future)
Before it happens, we say, "Oh.
will meet at the same place
it would never happen to me!";
and at the same time. All are
afterwards, other sympathize —
requested to bring their in"It could have happened to anyvitational lists. Attendance
one." If you are in an accident,
will be taken.
i you will realize that it can hapHarry of St. Trinian's (some1
pen to you, for the sound of the
thing Bates will never be) has
! crash, the pressure of the steerbeen seen lurking on our Batesy
ing wheel against your chest, the
premises lately — at least at the
i sight of the state trooper who
gay Sadie Hawkins drag Saturhas seen this all before, the
day nicht there were slight vis'■ moans of someone in pain, the
ages of what seemed to be Harhorn rim bent like a brazil nut,
rv. Better look out, girls — he
I the sudden stillness, are all very
always doesn't go in the right di! real and unforgettable. Accidents
rection!!!!
con strike anyone; thev are unIn preparation for the onI avoidable only a fraction of the
slaught of the girls on Saturj time. The important thing is to
day, the boys started stealing
I avoid the accidents that do not
themselves Friday niqhl in
need to happen. They are just as
the den with a small jam
dangerous as any, will haunt you
session. It was enjoyed by all
as long if not longer, and happen
— even Mr. Ross — or so the
the oftenest.
reports have it. Should do it
Car "Hugs Road"?
more often, boys.
Lest you think "you have a
We hope you went nuts over
lot of car up front," let me sav
vour 48-piece birthday gift,
that any of Detroit's steel will
Dwight. Did you get your desk
bow very low to a little oak
back together?
tree. So your car "really hugs
Bob. what senior bio major
the road?" That's only true as
received a $25 fine for
long as your eyes do equally well.
speeding, driving without a
I'd rather have runaway horses
license and going through a
than the runaway horsepower of
stop sign?
a car out of control or destined
for an obstacle.
poles were whizzing past, my
Don't wait until you have Dad reached out — "Where are
warning of an accident. Usually, you, honey?" — and I couldn't
it will be too late to do anything tell him; so I just held his hand
then. In a second, your four- all through the longest trip we
wheeled house of steel will ever took together . . .
crumple in the most surprising
A car is cousin to the knife.
way. You could lose so much in It is a useful tool and a dangerthat second — minutes, hours, ous weapon. Use it as a useful
days, dollars, health, life, or a tool. We have so much in our
father. And yet, surprisingly hands when we drive. Be proud
enough, you'll live a whole life, to be able to take the responsiand maybe more, in those few bility of driving. Driving is enseconds. If you "crack up" you'll joyable,
helpful,
and
often
hear sounds that will more than necessary. But don't ever LET
make up for the black space yourself forget your responsibilwhen you don't see anything.
ity, for if you shirk it and
Thoughts Wander
don't "get away with it," you'll
In the middle of tinkling wind- not ever be able to forget comshields and crunching fenders, pletely. I know. My father and
your train of thought will be "I'm I have left the hospital, and the
going to die . . . I'm dying." If bones are healing well — but it
you live — "I guess I won't die takes months and money to re... I'm alive." If you're hurt pair an ankle and a hip, and they
much or can see anyone who couldn't repair the car. The tree
was hurt at your hands, you'll that wouldn't move has been
think "I wish I had died ... I cut down, the car towed away,
wish I were dead . . . this is me and the bills paid. It will soon
his time . . . that DARNED car be behind us, some folks say.
. . . I'm sorry . . . why . . . why But I still look at the newspaper
... I wish I were dead."
clipping of my mistake and
In the ambulance, as the blue wonder why, and I know it
sky, treetops, and telephone didn't need to be.

Luiggi's Pizzeria
— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Her* and to Take Out

Cox Joins Bates Faculty,
Likes Genial Atmosphere
By SUZANNE KIMBALL
Mr. Roger L. Cox, instructor
of English at Bates College,
comes originally from Iowa. Cox
took his B.A. degree from Morningside College in Sioux City,
Iowa, after which he graduated
from U.C.L.A. with his Master's
degree. He then spent two years
in the Army, serving mainly in
France.

Roger L. Cox

Ivy Leaves
(Continued from page four)
only 20,000 were used for their
original purpose.
Seeks Answer
"What happened to the remaining 80%?" the article continues. "The statistics say:
3,196 were used as pipe cleaners;
5,308 were used as nail cleaners;
5,434 became tooth-picks or ear
scratchers;
19.413 served as stakes during
card games;
14,163 were broken or twisted
out of all recognition during
boring telephone conversations;
7,200 ended their office careers
to become makeshift hooks on
suspender belts.

Bates College is Cox's first
teaching position and he reports
that he is very pleased with the
situation and likes the congenial
atmosphere. He expresses a hope
of becoming acquainted with
Stales Final Outcome
more Bates students and faculty.
The remainder, dropped on the
His immediate plans consist of
floor, were swept up, or swalcompleting his requirements for
lowed by small children."
a Ph.D. by writing his dissertaThus, by diligent research,
tion this summer.
UConn gives us the real story behind "The Fast Disappearing
Fasteners" or, in other words,
Thanksgiving
answers the question of "Who
(Continued from page four)
Clipped the Clip."
they cut her open by accident.
Don't get me wrong, I feel sorry
Letter To The Editor for people who have health prob-*
lems, but that turkey's hard
(Continued from page four)
enough to get down without the
make pen friends in America but graphic descriptions of Aunt
my difficulty is putting them in
Dodo.
touch with young Americans of
similar interests. I am, therefore, Relatives Pour In
From about ten o'clock on the
taking the liberty of writing to
you in the hope that you will relatives really pour in, and kids
bring the Club to the attention — it looks like recess at kindergarten. Don't get the idea I don't
of your readers.
I am sure you will agree that like kids, it's just that there isn't
only good can come from such a room for Mousie and five kids in
flow of correspondence across the my lap at once. Last ThanksgivAtlantic and if any of your ing, we tried that and broke my
readers are interested would you father's favorite chair, and I
please advise them to write to: hope that Dad will start talking
to me again soon.
Mr. H. Henry
Somehow we struggle through
38 Crawford Street
the meal, and as I watch the
London, W 1
Trusting to hear from you dishes, pots and pans, and silverware pile up, I throw in a few
shortly,
H. Henry
not-so-gentle hints for HELP.
As the people get up from the
See Our
table, they seem to disappear, not
to be seen for at least two hours.
Selection of Diamonds It isn't that I don't like to do
dishes, but do you realize how
many dishes nineteen people use
in a seven-course dinner?

Telephone 2-0701

MR. PAT GREEN
College Relations Department
Sheraton Building
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston 17, Massachusetts

Corner Horton and Sabattus Streets

After this interruption, Cox
studied at the Sorbonne in Paris
for a year. The following year
he was awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship to the University of
Florence in Italy. Cox then spent
the next two years at Columbia
University where . he studied
comparative literature. Also, he
has completed his requirements
as a candidate for the doctorate
degree, having only his dissertation to write and present for approval to complete his full requirements.
Enjoys Music
Cox enjoys music and photography, but his main interest centers around his wife and daughter, Julie, age two and a half,
who was born in Italy. He met
his wife at U.C.L.A., from where
she was graduated also. She has
been a help and an inspiration
to Mr. Cox and has travelled
with him throughout his extensive education. For a time, she
taught in the Army schools at
Paris and Pisa.

JEWELER ' "

DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE
83 Lisbon Street

Lewiston

Friday is my thanksgiving
day, thanks that Thanksgiving is
over. Now, don't get me wrong,
I've got nothing against Thanksgiving, I think it's a great institution, theoretically, but in practice it just doesn't work for me.
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Hoopsters Prepare For Opener;
Five Lettermen Bolster Squad
By CHARLIE MESHAKO

By ALAN WAYNE
For the past three weeks, the Bates varsity baskelballers have been running, runBefore the white fury comes hurtling down to engulf the ning, running for Coach Bob Peck in preparation for their season's tap off against the destrategically-located trading post of Androscogginville for the
next four dismal months, a few words should be said on fending champion Colby unit on December 3 at' the Bates gym.
past events and those to be held in the future. This is one of O'Grady Leads Squad
In addition to the usual interJerry Fcld, and Phil Candelmo.
those annual "lulls" on the sports calendar and in this case,
This year's edition is captained
Sophomore Sutherland is count- est and excitement of state
football, soccer and cross-country have bedded down, while by Jack O'Grady, a six foot ed on to utilize his 6' 7" height to series play, the Bobcats this year
the basketball and track teams are making plans to rise to senior guard from Framingham, haul in the rebounds and should will participate in the Downeast
what it is hoped will be lofty heights.
Mass. O'Grady leads a nucleus of mesh his share of markers. Art Classic. The Downeast Classic is
five lettermen on whom the Pfeiffer, a 6' 6" junior, and John an invitational tournament that
Compete In Downeast Classic
Coach Bob Peck's hoopsters will dominate the winter scene Bobcat chances of winning are Hooper, a 6' 5" senior, are a will be held at the Bangor Mufor the next month or so as the indoor track schedule does hinged. Including O'Grady, re- couple of big boys who will be nicipal Auditorium on December
not get underway until January 10 against the University of turning monogram earners are helping the Peckmen under the 31 and January 1, 2, and 3.
Among the teams invited are
New Hampshire. Captain Jack O'Grady and his brood will Jim Sutherland, Joe Murphy, boards.
Maine, Colby, Bowdoin, Tufts,
Scoring
Threat
Needed
play a 20 game schedule (ten home games). This includes the
Rutgers,
St. Michael's, and WesThe
need
of
a
scoring
punch
to
three games to be played in the first annual Downeast Clasreplace Will Calendar and Bob leyan.
sic Basketball Tournament to be held in the Bangor AudiBurke will be resting on the per- Interesting Season Ahead
torium during Christmas vacation. The four Maine college
To sum up the possibilities of
formances
of Feld, Candelmo,
teams will be host to Rutgers, Tufts, Wesleyan and St. Michand Murphy. All three are jun- the Bates hoopsters, it should be
ael's (Winooski Park, Vt.) quintets. The event, which will
iors who stand over six feet considered that the team as yet
inaugurate the City of Bangor's 125th anniversary program,
Smith North has jumped out to and have the poise and experi- does not possess the reliable
will begin New Year's Eve and continue through January 3.
The 'Cats scrimmaged Gorham State Teachers last Satur- an early lead in the intramural ence to score in the double figure scoring punch it has in the
day and have a similar engagement scheduled in Boston this derby by virtue of both their bracket. These three letter win- past. The Cats do have above avweekend with the Boston University Terriers. Lack of a big squads capturing the intramural ners will see plenty of action at erage height and rebounding
scorer will hinder Peck's fast-breaking combine who will league crowns in touch football. either guard or forward power. O'Grady is an inspirational leader and play maker. The
miss twenty points per game guard Bob Burke (transferred In the battle for Interleague throughout the year.
Fighting the lettermen for a reserves are adequate but do not
to R.P.I.), Captain Will Calendar, and would-be juniors Jim laurels, the "B" squad surprised
DeMartine and Jon Whitten (absent due to academic diffi- an over-rated sluggish "A" team starting berth are seniors Dave show the proof of excellence. It
by a 12-6 score. North's closest Smith, Russ Deacon, and Jack is likely that personal fouls or
culties).
On the subject of Bates football, there are several items rival in the point standings is DeGange. These three reserves injuries could cause trouble for
to be tucked away before the final nail is hammered into the West Parker who is 42 markers of last year know their way the Garnet. It seems as though
coffin. Center George Dresser led the tackle derby with 64 back.
around the hardwood floors and the success of the team's record
Final Standings
points based on one point for every tackle, and two points off
should fit into this year's race depends on team cohesion and
finding of the scoring range by
W L Pet. Points horse style offense.
for every miss. Dresser made 83 stops, minus ten misses, "A" League
4 0 1.000
50 Ex-Jayvees To Help
Smith North
more than a couple of Cats. For
which equals 63 and that is the extent of my mathematical John
Bertram 2 1 .666
40
ability. Junior Bill "Punchy" Hayes was unique in that he West Parker
Up from last season's winning Bates fans, it looks like an in30
2 2 .500
missed only one tackle all season.
Roger Williams 1 2 .333
20 Jayvee squad are 6' 4" junior teresting season ahead.
10 Jerry Walsh and sophomores
Smith South
0 4 .000
1958-59 Basketball Schedule
A Nole To The Trustees
"B" League
W L Pet. Points Frank Vana, Mai Johnson, and Dec. 3
Colby
40
4 0 1.000
Has the soccer club had its "last hurrah?" This is the time Smith North
6
at Maine
Scott
Brown.
One
of
this
quartet
28
2 2 .500
10
Bowdoin
of year when there is not only a lack of sports activity as Off Campus
28 will probably push his way toWest Parker
2 2 .500
12
at New Hampshire
mentioned above, but it is also the start of the period of East Parker
12
1 3 .250
13
at Brandeis
speculation with regard to the status of the booters. In the Smith Middle 1 3 .250
12 ward a starting slot as the sea31-Jan. 3 Downeast Tournason grows old. Vana was the
ment (3 games)
past,, this has also been a period of continued limbo (a conInterleague Champions
leading tallier of the Kittens Jan. 7
at Colby
dition of neglect or oblivion), climaxed by disapproval at
10
Maine
Smith North "B" Team 10 points last year and his speed is made
budget making time.
13
at Bowdoin
Point Standings
to order for the Garnet's "runWhat's the outcome going to be this time, gents? TwentyFeb. 6
Tufts
Points
run" offense. Johnson stands at
Dorm
7
Clark
five Bates men turned out regularly for practice sessions and
100
Smith North
6' 3" and is considered as the
9
New Hampshire
games this fall. They conducted exercises, offensive and de58
West Parker
13
Wesleyan
most
improved
ball
player
on
40
John Bertram
fensive patterns and provided their' own transportation to
14
at MIT
the court. Brown and Walsh
28
Off Campus
18
Bowdoin
away games. They compiled a 4-1 record before costly in20
Roger Bill
have been steadily improving
21
Northeastern
juries and most important, lack of proper coaching caught dp
East Parker
12
24
at Maine
and
could
find
themselves
among
12
with them. With the incentive of a letter, undoubtedly more
Smith Middle
27
Colby
the
starting
battlers
on
any
day.
10
Smith South
candidates would have reported. The bootmen displayed tremendous desire and spirit, despite the fact that they were
treated like a poor relative.
YOUR FAVORITE
DRY CLEANSING
The Athletic Department cannot be held entirely responSTERLING PATTERNS
sible for this sad state of affairs, although inviting the soccerin
SERVICE
Towle — Gorham — Luni
men to the recent banquet would have been appreciated. Like
Tel. 4-7326
Reed and Barton
other departments, this one is contingent upon the budget
International — Wallace
allotment it receives. This places the department in a sort of
Call and Delivery
Easy Terms
uncomfortable position on the subject of encouragement,
adding to the frustration. Unfortunately, recent years have
seen the sixteen highly-conservative financial wizards ignore
INCORPORATED
the plight of soccer and refuse to make the conservative inCLEANSERS & FU.„utnd
vestment in sports, which the catalogue says (page 13) are
Many a businessman is
"important in moulding the young men and women of Bates." College Agent, Barbara Farnum
50 Lisbon Street Dial 4-5241
At a recent meeting of the Campus Relations Committee,
discovering these days —
the soccer topic was discussed in the presence of faculty
to his pleasant surprise
members. Depletion of football resources and the expense that
— that a gift to his Alma
FOR THE BEST IN
Varsity status would involve were given as the reasons for
Mater can bring definite
the present condition. The first point is a little weak. If a boy
GOOD
THINGS
future
tax advantages to
has played high school football, it seems unlikely that he
his
wife
and family.
would change his mind and forego the more glorious gridTO EAT
iron sport. However, if his heart isn't in it in the first place,
Our experienced Trust
Nearest the College
he shouldn't bother at all.
ALL THE TIME . . . IT'S
Department will be glad
The second point is the same old story. Maybe the booters
to work with you and
DINING
COCKTAIL
could drag or drain the pond in search of sunken treasure,
ROOM
LOUNGE
your attorney on the fibut the Coast Guard might object. Door-to-door solicitation
Sabatlus Street
is another suggestion. It seems to me that some arrangement
nancial and trust aspects
Tel.
4-5491
We Serre The Bett
could be worked out whereby a part-time coach could be
of the. educational gift
hired like at Bowdoin. The Polar Bears gained Varsity status
you have in mind.
and Colby is due for the same. Where will that leave Bates?
— holding the bag as is the case in many situations.
YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
"... a spirit of cooperation in extra-curricular activity..." is cited in Point 3 of the Bates Plan as being essential for Bates men and women to develop. This should
be the lead sentence in Point 1 of a badly needed section,
entitled Administration Aims. But to include this new,
23 Offices Serving
THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL
section in the catalogue would involve adding more pages'
the Heart of Maine
and gentlemen, I know that would necessitate added costs.
69 SABATTUS STREET
Main Office: Augusta, Maine
I can hear it now: "But we've never done that at Bates
before."

IntramuralPoint
Lead Captured
By Smith North

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family

>iti>i>Ri. ,1 .n i. .■■■!:.- urn Main

DeWITT
HOTEL

COOPER'S

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
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Wylie Selected To Captain Gridders
Thinclad Future Makowsky Receives Goddard Trophy;
Bright As Team Seniors Gain Achievement Awards
the greatest honor that
Starts Workouts canPerhaps
be bestowed on an athlete is
With the season's opener with
New Hampshire, relatively speaking, just around the corner,
Coach Walt Slovenski's thinclads
started official practices last
Monday. Last year the team went
through the season undefeated in
dual competition and carried
this unblemished record through
the spring, climaxing the year
with a thrilling State Series
Championship victory.

the respect of his teammates.
Such was the case last Thursday
night at Fall Sports Banquet
when Head Football Coach Bob
Hatch announced that star end
Jim Wylie of Needham, Mass.,
will captain the 1959 edition of
the Bates gridsters.
Also keynoting the two hour

son, commented that "the coaches were naturally disappointed
at the losing record, but we were
pleased at the spirit displayed
througout. We were outfought in
only two games, at Worcester and
the second half at Maine." The
Boston University alumnus stated that he was proud of the
team's performance in the Colby
game in which they were minus

til he reached trainer Dave Elz
who was named the recipient on
the basis of top yardage with the
tape and gauze.
Head table guests included
coaches Wayne Kane, Chick Leahey, Bob Peck, President Phillips
and Dean Zerby.
The awards:
Football Letters
Gerald M. Davis '59. Port-

Middle Distances Strong
This year the Garnet will have
basically the same squad back
with the exception of the
weightmen and one or two
others. As was the case last year
the Cats will be sparked by Rudy
Smith and John Douglas, both
of whom gained national prominence for their feats on the indoor circuit. Rudy will be running in his specialties, the middle distances. He is ably backed
up by Fred Turner, Jeff Kenyon,
George Goodall, Lou Riviezzo
and Pete Schuyler. John will
spread his talents all over as
usual by participating in the high
and low hurdles, the broad
jump and the high jump.
In the dash it will be Smith
and a couple of speedy halfbacks, John Makowsky and
Barry Gilvar, who was ineligible
last year. Co-Capt. Pete Gartner
and Dick LaPointe will back up
Douglas in the broad jump and
the high jump. In the hurdles
Jim Keenan, Freshman Dave
Boone and the expected return
of Bob Erdman will help out
Douglas.
Graduation Hurls Weightmen
Trying to take up the slack in
the weights, because of the graduation of the top three men, will
be Larry Hubbard, Fletch Adams
and Pete Allen. Co-Capt. Dave
Erdman is expecting to hit 13
feet in the pole vault this winter. Fred Beauchemin improved
a great deal last year and should
pick up points.
In the distance races of the
mile and two mile the burden
will be on underclassmen. DeWitt Randall and Jeff Kenyon are
backed up by a number of promising freshmen, Jerry Anderson, John Lavigne and Schuyler,
who have developed rapidly dut
to cross-country this fall.

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents
WAYNE KANE
BILL HEIDEL

Boston '62, Auburn; Jeffrey R.
Kenyon '61, Providence. R. I.;
DeWitt S. Randall '61, Hamilton,
N. Y.; and Peter B. Schuyler '62,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Freshman Numerals
Football recipients were: David
O. Boone, Englewood, N. J.;
Richard K. Fisher. Littleton,
Mass.; Robert M. Gibbons, Clinton, Mass.; O. Swift Hathaway
Jr., Maynard, Mass.; Michael
J. MacDonald III, Winchester,
Mass.; A. Addison Millett, Dixmont; Peter A. Nichols, Edgecomb; Brian E. O'Meara, West
Hartford, Conn.
Robin A. Scofield, Fairfield,
Conn.; Robert G. Tetler, Methuen, Mass.; Dennis R. Tourse,
Ridgewood. N. J.; David H.
Webber, Bedford, Mass.; Edmund J. Wilson, Haverhill,
Mass.; and managers. N. Scott
Bradley, Hamden, Conn.; James
W. Clark Jr., Natick. Mass.; and
Stanley R. Hamilton, Newton,
Mass.
Cross-country winners were:
Reid S. James, Ossining, N. Y.;
John M. Lavigne. W. Lebanon,
N. H.; Louis M. Moscarella. Elmont, N. Y.; and Kendall A.
Snow, Worcester. Mass.

Barrows Trophy
Lead Is Held By
Pale Blue Eleven

CONGRATULATIONS are given by Coach
dinner was the initial presentation of the Alan Goddard
Achievement Award to Co-captain John Makowsky of Pomfred Center,'Conn. The award is
based on various considerations
ranging from team value to
coachability. In previous years
it was given as a cash award
but hereafter it will be in the
form of a trophy. Makowsky is
the first senior to gain the distinction and it carries even
greater significance in view of
the tough picking this year.
Senior Varsity Awards Given
Twenty-one varsity letters in
football and six in cross-country
were given out during the proceedings.
In addition, seven
seniors were presented Senior
Varsity Awards by Athletic Director Dr. Lloyd Lux for "attaining a degree of personal development exemplary of one considered a worthy representative
of his college and who have
striven continuously to establish
the best team spirit and unity."
Gerry Davis,
Fred Drayton,
George Dresser, Jim Geanakos,
Bill Heidel, Larry Hubbard and
Makowsky were the recipients.
Wylie, a 6' 2" 180 pound wingman, caught three touchdown
passes this season and was the
| favorite target for quarterback
Heidel. A tiger on defense, Jim
was an All-Maine selection last
year and the chemistry major received 37 out of 43 votes which
is quite unique.
Hatch, in reviewing the sea-

Hatch (right) to Captain-elect Jim Wylie.

four regulars.
As an added feature, Hatch
uncovered the confidential reports written by the high school
coaches on the eight seniors four
years ago. They proved to be
very accurate, especially in the
case of one lineman whose coach
made the observation that "he
likes blood."
Horsman Presents J & J Award
Undoubtedly the most humorous portion of the evening was
the presentation of the "J & J
Award" by team physician, Dr.
Donald Horsman. The award, involving cases of extreme anguish (tape yardage, whirlpool
baths, moans and groans, recuperative abilities, etc.) is based
on a statistical point system. In
a recapitulation which had the
group in gales of laughter, Horsman disqualified one after another "competing squadman" un-

iand; Frederick A. Drayton '59,
Fall River, Mass.; George A.
Dresser '59, Byfield, Mass.; John
P. Flynn Jr. '60, Danvers, Mass.;
j'ames E. Gallons Jr. '60, Norwich. Conn.; James J. Geanakos
59, co-captain, Ipswich, Mass.;
Bradford T. Greene '61. Brighton, Mass.; Richard A. Gurney
Ml, Burlington, Mass.; William
C. Hayes '60, Uxbridge. Mass.;
William A. Heidel '59, Meriden,
Conn.; Lawrence F. Hubbard
'59, Darien, Conn.
James F. Keenan '61, Portland; William F. Lersch Jr. '62,
Hingham, Mass.; John J. Makowky '59. co-captain. Pomfret Center, Conn.; H. Donald Morton
">2, Merchantville, N. J.; Robert
v Muello '60, Arlington. Mass.;
v
rank M. Vana '61, Sudbury,
Mass.; David A. Walsh '59, Rock'md, Mass.; Donald L. Welch '61.
New Britain. Conn.; James A.
Wylie Jr. '60, Needham. Mass.;
ind manager John D. Flemings
'60, Worcester. Mass.
Cross Country Letters
Kenneth G. Anderson Jr. '62,
franklin Square. N. Y.; W. Roger
Bates '60, Berwick; Larry T.

Colby's win kept alive the
chance of winning the coveted
Edward P. Barrows Memorial
Trophy. Barrows, a former captain and star football player at
the University of Maine, was
killed in World War I, and his
father, former Gov. Lewis O.
Barrows, donated the trophy in
memory of his son.
The competition has run for
the past 16 years and the team
that garners the most points in
20 years of competition will keep
permanent possession. A team
gets two points for winning the
title outright and one point for
a tie. If a team earns enough
points so that no other team can
catch up before the 20 years are
up they may be awarded the
trophy. Maine has a comfortable
lead with 11 poirfts, Bowdoin has
seven, Colby six and Bates four.
1940 — Bowdoin-Colby
1941 — Colby
1942 — Bowdoin
1943-1945—(World War II)
1946 —Bates
1947 — University of Maine
1948 — Bates-Bowdoin-Maine
1949 — Bowdoin-Colby
1950 — Bowdoin-Maine
1951 —Maine
1952 —Bowdoin
1953 — Maine
1954 —Maine
1955 —Maine
1956 — Bates
1957 — Bates-Colby-Maine
1958 —Colby

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON
John Makowsky (left) receives the Goddard Trophy, one of the highlights of the banquet.
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Heidel, Makowsky Rule Statistics
Bobcat
standouts
halfback
John Makowsky and quarterback
Bill Heidel
whose
familiar
names were among those that
dominated the Maine college
football scene this fall continue
to play a prominent part as evidenced by season's totals of individual statistics released by the
Maine Intercollegiate Athletic
Association last Friday.
"Mac" Tallies Six T.D.'s

Makowsky was the top scorer
for the second consecutive year.
"Mac" scored six touchdowns
(the most by anyone in the state)
and added two extra points for a
38-point total. In State Series
competition the defending champion finished in a sixth place tie
with twelve points. In the rushing department, the swivel-hipped
senior was a real workhorse,
carrying the ball 105 times
(again the most in the state) and
compiling a 3.59 average. Also,
he finished fourth in pass receiving with nine catches good for
199 yards.
Heidel Has Best Pass Ave.
The Garnet's other big offensive gun, Heidel, had the best
passing average, gaining 7.03
yards with each of his 104 attempts. The Meriden, Conn., star
was among the leaders in another
grouping, that of punting. Bill's
thirteen punts totaled 489 yards
giving him a 37.6 average and a
second place rating. Heidel also

| tied for the top with 20 points
the Hawkes who had 38 and Makow-1 age per gam with 5.43.
sky with the same total. The latIn the State Series derby,' followed by Mike Farren, Thenter led the state in scoring aver- Hawkes and Bob Bragg of Maine | ault, and Cavari.
Other Bobcats placing high in
the ratings were Captain-elect
The Maine Figures
Jim Wylie who was third in pass
300
33.3
9
Bob Bragg (M)
RUSHING
33.1
926*
28*
receiving and fullback Fred
John Theriault (M)
(Minimum of 5 carries per game)
25.0
350
14
John Condon (BO)
Player
Carries Yards Ave.
Drayton who compiled a 3.64
Wayne
Champeon
(M)
55
381
6.93*
SCORING
rushing
average.
Sophomore
John Welch (M)
94
472* 5.02
(Minimum average—4 points per game)
Frank Vana finished with twelve
George Roden (C)
55
275
5.00
Ave.
points, while Drayton had ten.
Bob Nigro (C)
59
291
4.93
Per
Wayne Fillback (C)
54
249 4.61
EP TP Ga.
Player
Games
Champeon, Welch Lead
John Theriault (M)
51
229
4.49
2 38* 5.43*
JOHN MAKOWSKY (BA) 7
Mike Farren (C)
77
340 4.42
6 36 5.14
Noting other top performers
Bob Hawkes (BO)
4.15
Gerry deGrandpre (M)
66
274
10* 34 4.86
Mike Farren (C)
in the state, Wayne Champeon
Randy White (M)
61
244
4.00
0 30 4.29
Bob
Burke
(C)
FRED
DRAYTON
(BA)
42
153
3.64
of Maine posted a top average"
4 34 4.25
Wayne Champeon (M)
Jack
Cummings
(BO)
42
151
3.60
of 6.93 yards per carry, while
9 33 4.13
John Theriault (M)
JOHN MAKOWSKY (BA)
105*
377
3.59
•—Leader
teammate John Welch rolled up
Bob Hawkes (BO)
72
232
3.22
Gene Waters (BO)
64
203
3.17
SEASON
the most yardage with 472 yards
PASSING
for a 5.02 average. Bowdoin's
Player
G TD PA FG Pts
0 39
(Minimum of 5 passes per game)
6
John Theriault (M)
8 5
John Condon gained the most
Ave. Bob Hawkes (BO)
4 0 38
7
yardage through the air, throw38
0
Per
1
JOHN MAKOWSKY (BA) 7
Player
T Com. Ave. Yds. At.
2 0 34
ing 151 passes for a total of 848
Wayne Champeon (M)
8
BILL HEIDEL (BA) 104 41 .394 731 7.03* Mike Farren (C)
2 0 28
7
yards. Mark Brown of Colby had
26
0
Mark Brown (C)
67 33 .493* 458 6.84
1
Bob Burke (C)
7
the best completion percentage
Bob Pickett (M)
57 23 .404 385 6.75
3 0 24
Pete Cavari (C)
7
0
22
2
on 33' out of 67 passes for a
J. Condon (BO)
151 62 .411 848* 5.62
George Roden (C)
7
20
7 .200 87 2.49
1
0
G. Entin (BO)
35
Bob Bragg (M)
8
4.93 mark. Both Heidel and
18
0 0
JIM WYLIE (BA)
7
PASS RECEIVING
Brown threw seven touchdown
18
0 0
Gerry deGrandpre (M)
6
(Minimum of one pass caught per game)
18
passes during the schedule. The
0 0
Yards Maurice Dore (M)
8
Player
Caught
18
0 0
401* Randy White (M)
8
top pass receiver was Pete CaPete Cavari (C)
26*
16
2 0
324
Bob Pickett (M)
8
Bob Hawkes (BO)
20
vari of Colby who caught 26
14
1
0
266
Al Rogan (C)
7
JIM WYLIE (BA)
14
passes for a total of 401 yards,
12
0 0
199
Bob Nigro (C)
6
JOHN MAKOWSKY (BA)
9
12
0 0
while the Mules' Mike Farren
185
BILL HEIDEL (BA)
7
Bob Burke (C)
9
12
0 0
179
FRANK VANA (BA)
5
Charlie Finlayson (BO)
12
led in punting.
12
0 0
149
Wayne Fillback (C)
7
John Theriault (M)
10
12
0 0
146
Gene Waters (B)
7
Theriault Top Scorer
Bill Widmer (BO)
8
10
2 0
124
FRED DRAYTON (BA)
Ed
Manson
(M)
8
Maine fullback John Theriault
8
1 0
79
Bob Burke (C)
Jim Carnathan (BO)
8
6
0 0
captured the leadership among
JIM KEENAN (BA)
7
PUNTING
6
0 0
Dick Drisko (M)
6
the State pointmakers with five
(Minimum of one punt per game)
6
0 0
Dick
Kinney
(M)
8
Ave.
Player
Punts
Yards
touchdowns and six conversion
6
0
0
Dave
Baribeau
(M)
7
38.3*
Mike Farren (C)
9
345
1
points for 39 markers. This was
1
0
JOHN FLYNN (BA)
7
37.6
BILL HEIDEL (BA)
13
489
1
1
0
Bob Sargent (C)
7
one more than Bowdoin's Bob
34.8
Dave Cole (BO)
16
556
tallied two
season.

T.D.'s

during

.THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE - BUT TODAYS L*M GIVES YOU-

•1U68

LIGGETT

4

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

